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Optical saturation characteristics of dual- and single-injection Ge-on-Si photodetectors
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The optical saturation characteristics in the germanium-on-silicon (Ge-on-Si) photodetector are studied for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. The relationship between the optical saturation characteristics and the optical field distribution in the Ge layer is illustrated by the simulation. This theory is verified by comparative experiments with single-injection and dual-injection structures. The dual-injection photodetector with a more balanced and uniform optical field distribution has a 13% higher responsivity at low optical power and 74.4% higher saturation current at 1550 nm. At higher optical power, the bandwidth of the dual-injection photodetector is five times larger than that of the single-injection photodetector.
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In recent years, silicon (Si)-based photoelectronics have gathered extensive interest, owing to their low cost and easy integration. To date, a large amount of work on Si-based germanium (Ge) photodetectors and a series of photodetectors with excellent properties have been reported. However, up to now, the saturation characteristics of the Ge-on-Si photodetector and related mechanisms have not been investigated. In this Letter, we study the saturation characteristics of a single-injection photodetector and a dual-injection photodetector, which have different light-field distributions. The saturation process was shown by experiments, and the mechanism was explained by the simulation. The experiments show the function of the responsivity with the change of the optical power and the light saturation characteristics of these two photodetectors. The bandwidth change of the two photodetectors with the increase of the signal optical power has also been shown in the experiments. The distribution of the light field in the two structures was studied by simulation. The simulation also accounts for the reason that the saturation region of the absorption layer is changed with the increase of the incident optical power.

First, the wafer was lightly doped to obtain a p-type region and then heavily doped to obtain good ohmic contacts. Prior to Ge epitaxy, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at 1030°C for 5 s was performed to activate the dopants. Then, the Ge layer was selectively grown using the two-step-growth approach. The thickness of the Ge layer was designed as 500 nm. Subsequently, N++ implantation was undertaken to form an n-type region and obtain good ohmic contacts, and the dopants in Ge were activated by another RTA process at 500°C for 5 min. Then, an approximately 1 μm upper cladding oxide was deposited for surface passivation. Finally, aluminum ground–signal–ground electrodes were formed. The thickness of the Si waveguide was 220 nm. The rib waveguide was 1.8 μm wide with a 60 nm slab thickness, which can well confine the mode in the waveguide.

The responsivity was measured by the direct-current (DC, Keithley 2611 A System SourceMeter) electrical source. The sensitivity could reach 1 nA. The DC electrical source applied the DC bias on the photodetector and tested the DC current at the same time. The 3 dB bandwidth was measured using a vector network analyzer (VNA, Keysight PNA-X Network Analyzer N5247 A), which provided measurement capability to 67 GHz. A high-speed radio frequency (RF) signal generated from the VNA was applied to a high performance modulator (with 40 GHz bandwidth). The modulated light at 1550 nm was coupled to the device using a lensed fiber, and the electrical output was measured with 50 Ω high-speed RF probes.

The structures of the dual-injection, single-injection, and Si waveguides are shown in Fig. 1. These two photodetectors differ in that the single-injection photodetector injects light from one end, whereas the dual-injection photodetector injects light from both ends. The light beam of the dual-injection photodetector is separated by a 3 dB beam splitter and then injected into the photodetector at the two ends of the Si waveguide. The size of the 3 dB beam splitter is 6 × 32 μm, and the loss is only 2.3% when tested at 1550 nm.

Figure 2 shows the simulation of the light-field distribution of the single- and dual-injection photodetectors obtained using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. In the single-injection photodetector, the light near the injection side is very large, and it is very small far from the injection side. In addition, the light field is only distributed in a portion of the Ge absorption layer,
which could reduce the effective absorption length, as shown in Fig. 2(a). In contrast, the light-field distribution of the dual-injection photodetectors is more balanced, as shown in Fig. 2(b), and is more uniform and wide because not only is the optical power divided at both ends of the injection, but also the different ends of the light can form a stable and dense superposition and interference field, which can increase the effective absorption area. Because of the symmetric incidence and the mutual interference of light in the dual-injection structure, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the configuration has a more uniform and wide light-field distribution, which can increase the length of the effective absorption zone. We calculated the response-area ratio of the single- and dual-injection photodetectors as 31.65% and 58.72%, respectively, from the simulation result.

We tested the photocurrent of the single- and dual-injection Ge-on-Si waveguide photodetectors using different light power. The results are shown in Fig. 3. When the input optical power of the single-injection structure was lower than 4.43 mW, and that of the dual-injection structure was lower than 9.97 mW, the photocurrent increased almost linearly with the increase in the optical power. In this linear range, the dual-injection photodetector had higher responsivity of 0.88 A/W than the single-injection photodetector, which was 0.78 A/W. After the first-stage linear region, the input optical power of the single-injection structure was larger than 4.43 mW, and that of the dual-injection structure was larger than 9.97 mW, so the photocurrent increased also almost linearly as the injected optical power increased, but the rate slowed down. The increase rates of the dual- and single-injection structures were 0.06 and 0.18 A/W, respectively.

When the injected optical power of the single-injection structure reached 20.60 mW, and that of the dual-injection structure reached 151.71 mW, the photocurrent reached saturation, and the saturated photocurrents were 5.71 and 9.96 mA, respectively. Both the dual- and single-injection photodetector photocurrents in the two stages increased as the optical power increased. In the unsaturated region, the responsivity of the single- and dual-injection structure is constant as the incident optical power increases. When the incident optical power exceeds the saturation power, the responsivity of the photodetector begins to decrease. This shows that in the Ge photodetector, the responsivity is a value that is a function of the incident optical power and is not a constant value.

In the Ge-on-Si photodetectors, the saturation is mainly due to the carrier-screening effect\[21\]. When the light intensity is too large, photocarriers cannot be transported in time to cause a stacking effect, thereby generating a saturated photocurrent. In this waveguide photodetector, since the intensity of the light-field distribution is uneven, the entire absorption region does not reach saturation at the same time. Figure 4 shows that the photo-generated carrier saturation area gradually increases as the incident light intensity increases by the simulation. The black area represents the absorption area, and the white area represents the light field, where it could generate the saturation photocurrent. In the first stage (unsaturation), all regions in the Ge absorption layer did not attain saturation. In the second stage (subsaturation), the maximum light intensity of the light field in the Ge absorption layer began to generate the saturation photocurrent. In the third stage (saturation), all regions of the light-field distribution in
the photodetector generated the saturation photocurrent. In the saturated region, the photocurrent did not increase as the optical power increased, whereas in the unsaturated region, the light absorption continued to increase as the optical power increased. Therefore, the increase in the photocurrent with the increase in the incident optical power in the second stage was slower than that in the first stage. With the increase in the incident optical power, the saturation region gradually increased, and the unsaturated region gradually decreased until the entire Ge absorption region was saturated. At this point, the photocurrent of the photodetectors was saturated, as shown in Fig. 4.

The experimental results show that the dual-injection photodetector had higher responsivity than the single-injection photodetector at low injected optical power and had a higher saturation photocurrent. That is because it has a more uniform and extensive light-field distribution, which is equal to increasing the effective absorption region.

In addition, the single-injection structure showed more drastic alternate between strong and weak light-field distribution in the Ge absorption layer than in the dual-injection structure, which made the trap sites in the Ge/Si heterostructure occupied for longer fractions of time because of the high generation rate of free carriers. This process decreased the recombination rate of minority carriers, reducing the responsivity.

Figure 5 shows the bandwidth characteristics of the single- and dual-injection photodetectors under different luminous optical power. Similar to the responsivity characteristic, the bandwidths of the single- and dual-injection structures decreased as the injected optical power increased. However, the decrease rate in the bandwidth of the dual-injection photodetector was much smaller than that of the single-injection photodetector with the increase in the incident optical power. The experiments show that when the injection light power was less than 5 mW in the single-injection photodetector and 10 mW in the dual-injection photodetector, the bandwidth was almost constant with the change in the injection light power. Before the first-stage saturated light power was obtained, the dual-injection bandwidth was 25.0 ± 0.2 GHz, and the single-injection bandwidth was 24.7 ± 0.2 GHz. The second-stage saturated light power of the single-injection photodetectors ranged from 5 to 25 mW, and the bandwidth decreased to 3.7 GHz. As the incident light power further increased, the bandwidth remained almost constant. For the dual-injection structure, when the incident optical power was larger than 10 mW, the bandwidth decreased as the optical power increased. When the incident optical power reached 50 mW, the bandwidth decreased to 15.5 GHz.

This phenomenon occurred because high concentration of the carrier could reduce its mean free path and the presence of the carrier-screening effect. The mean free path of the carrier is inversely proportional to its concentration, so the high concentration of the carrier distribution will reduce the mean free path and further reduce the bandwidth. The non-uniform distribution of the electron–hole pair led to a large gradient in the charge, which induced a strong electric field that opposed the applied bias. This is known as the carrier-screening effect, which can reduce the carrier-transmission rate and bandwidth of the photodetectors at high light power. However, the two-end injection can yield a balanced light-field distribution in the Ge absorption layer, which can lead to a balanced distribution of photon-generated carriers in the Ge layer and weaken the carrier-screening effect. Therefore, at large incident light power, the dual-injection structure has a weaker carrier-screening effect and then a weaker reduction in the bandwidth.
In summary, the saturation process has been illustrated, and the comparison experiments show that the dual-injection photodetector has better characteristics than the single-injection photodetector. Experiments show that the photocurrent of the photodetector increases with the incident optical power of the three-stage linear region, and we explain that by simulations. The dual-injection photodetector with better characteristics is due to a more balanced and uniform light-field distribution. This leads to the volume of the effective absorption zone being increased, and the carrier-screening effect decreased. In practice, the actual absorption region in the Ge-on-Si photodetector is a region with a light-field distribution rather than the entire Ge absorption layer. Therefore, the good light-field distribution has a very important role in improving the performance of the photodetector.
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